Introducing Parallel, a collection of soft seating and coordinating tables that adapts to a variety of spaces. Parallel is at home in reception areas and collaborative workspaces, accommodating different functions while maintaining a consistent aesthetic. With HBF Textiles, Allsteel fabrics, or a designer’s own material, Parallel provides a canvas to make a strong first impression anywhere it’s used.

Part of the Gather™ collection, Parallel was designed in partnership with Chris Adamick.
Lasting Comfort
Designed to provide a comfortable sit in many positions whether it’s five minutes or two hours.

Fine Design Details
Parallel’s tapered oval legs, frame reveal, and crisp upholstery tailoring suggest a craftsman feel.

Functional Aesthetics
The wide arm design, available with optional sleeve, provides a place to work or sit.

A Canvas for Your Expression
Through a partnership with HBF Textiles, Allsteel offers fabrics with dimensional character and clarity of color. Many patterns have sustainable and high-performance qualities. Paired with four distinct base colors, Parallel comes to life in many different ways.

Base Colors
- Brilliant White
- Polished Chrome
- Silver
- Carbon

HBF Textiles

Seating products are available with or without channeled upholstery.